Success Story:
Catheter Lab Storage

For a cost less than a single year of “service/rental
fees” from a less adaptable system - Elmhurst Memorial Hospital converts tangible ROI.
CHALLENGES
Healthcare facilities continue to struggle through vendor provided solutions that hinder adaptability and usefulness through a
lack of capacity and ease-of-use — Elmhurst Memorial Hospital
decided to break the mold and reach out to Bradford Systems
for a new answer to their Cath Lab storage needs.
SOLUTION
Elmhurst Hospitals’ Material Management team simply took
a close look at the numbers they were spending on multiple
Pyxis™ systems - and asked Bradford Systems to help find a
better alternative. Now, only a few of the costly competitor’s
systems remain and the balance of inventory is easily managed
through the new solution.
An easy task for Bradford, who has spent the last 40 years providing the niche and custom solutions needed in these kinds of
situations in Healthcare. Utilizing the numbers, Bradford was
able to design and implement a custom cabinet and bar code
system to suit the exact needs of the Cath lab and it’s staff.
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Once you understand the cost and
limitations associated with the other more
common systems, it’s easy to design and
implement a better one.

Success Story:
Catheter Lab
Storage

RESULTS
The new Catheter Lab storage is easier to use, easier to manage
and takes up less floor space than the previous system.
By building it as a custom solution, it’s not just the actual cost
of the system that’s saved over time — it’s the cost of labor and
materials management that’s saved as well. By building the system to be adaptable, the management of these materials isn’t as
daunting.

To learn more about the customized solutions we offer and how
a Bradford Systems storage planner can help you overcome
your storage challenges, please visit www.bradfordsystems.
com or call 1-800-696-3453.
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